• , there is a well-known abstract way to define the dual homology theory h • , using the theory of spectra. In [4] the author provides a more geometric construction of h • , using a generalization of the bordism groups. Such a generalization involves in its definition the vector bundle modification, which is a particular case of the Gysin map. In this paper we provide a more natural variant of that construction, which replaces the vector bundle modification with the Gysin map itself, which is the natural push-forward in cohomology. We prove that the two constructions are equivalent.
Introduction

Given a cohomology theory h
• , there is a well-known abstract way to define the dual homology theory h • , using the theory of spectra. In particular, if h
• is representable via a spectrum E = {E n , e n , ε n } n∈Z , for e n the marked point of E n and ε n : ΣE n → E n+1 the structure map, one can define on a space with marked point (X, x 0 ) [7] :
h n (X, x 0 ) := π n (E ∧ X). In [4] the author provides a more geometric construction of h • , using a generalization of the bordism groups. In particular, he shows that, for a given pair (X, A), a generator of h n (X, A) can be represented by a triple (M, α, f ), where M is a compact h
• -manifold with boundary of dimension n + q, α ∈ h q (M) and f : (M, ∂M) → (X, A) is a continuous function. On such triples one must impose a suitable equivalence relation, which is defined via the natural generalization of the bordism equivalence relation and via the notion of vector bundle modification. In this paper we provide a variant of that construction, which seems to be more natural. In particular, we replace the notion of vector bundle modification with the Gysin map, the latter being the natural push-forward in cohomology. The vector bundle modification is just a particular case, which holds when the underlying map is a section of a sphere bundle. We prove that the two constructions are equivalent, since there is a natural isomorphism between the geometric homology groups defined in [4] and their variant defined in the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the definition of the Gysin map, even for manifolds with boundary, and the geometric construction of the homology groups provided in [4] . In section 3 we introduce the variant of the geometric construction we discussed above, and in section 4 we prove that the two constructions are equivalent. 
Preliminaries
We call F CW 2 the category of pairs of spaces having the homotopy type of finite CW-complexes. Let h
• be a multiplicative cohomology theory on F CW 2 . We recall the construction of the Gysin map for smooth maps between differentiable manifolds with boundary (v. [5, 1] for manifolds without boundary).
Gysin map. Let h
• be a cohomology theory on F CW 2 . A smooth h • -manifold is a smooth manifold with an h
• -orientation, the latter being a Thom class of its tangent bundle or, equivalently, of its stable normal bundle. Given two compact smooth h
• -manifolds with boundary X and Y and a map f : (Y, ∂Y ) → (X, ∂X), we can define the Gysin map
is the Lefschetz duality [8] . The problem of this definition is that it involves the homology groups, which we have to define, therefore we need a construction involving only the cohomology groups. When f is a neat map, one can define the Gysin map in a way similar to the one shown in [5] , pp. 230-234, about topological K-theory on manifolds without boundary. Then the definition can be easily extended to any map between h • -manifolds. We start with embeddings. We call R n + := {(x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n | x n ≥ 0}. Given a manifold X and a point x ∈ ∂X, by definition there exists a chart (U, ϕ) of X in x, with U ⊂ X open and ϕ : U → R n + , such that ϕ(x) = 0 and ϕ(∂X ∩ U) = (R n−1 × {0}) ∩ ϕ(U). We call such a chart boundary chart. For m ≤ n − 1, we call R m the subspace of R n containing those vectors whose first n − m components are vanishing, i.e. R m = {0} × R m ⊂ R n , and R
. The importance of neat embeddings in this context relies on fact that the properties of tubular neighborhoods are similar to the ones holding for manifolds without boundary.
Theorem 2.1. If (Y, ∂Y ) is a neat submanifold of (X, ∂X), there exists a neat tubular neighborhood of Y in X and it is unique up to isotopy.
The proof can be found in [2, Chapter 4.6] and in [6, Chapter III.4] . Let i : (Y, ∂Y ) ֒→ (X, ∂X) be a neat embedding of smooth compact manifolds of codimension n, such that the normal bundle N Y X is h
• -orientable. Let U be a tubular neighborhood of Y in X, and ϕ U : U → N Y X a homeomorphism, which exists by definition. The map:
is defined in the following way:
• we apply the Thom isomorphism T :
+ in the natural way and apply (ϕ
• considering the natural map ψ : X → U + given by:
Summarizing:
We now define the Gysin map associated to a generic neat map f : (Y, ∂Y ) → (X, ∂X), not necessarily an embedding.
and references therein) if:
If f is an embedding this definition is equivalent to the previous one. In the case of manifolds without boundary, in order to construct the Gysin map one considers an embedding j : Y → R N , and the embedding (f, j) : Y → X × R N . This does not apply to manifolds with boundary, since j is not a neat map, and, if we consider R N + instead of R N , then it is more complicated to define the integration map. Anyway, a similar construction is possible thanks to the following theorem (v. [3, Appendix C] and references therein). 
Therefore we consider the Gysin map:
as previously defined, followed by the integration map:
defined in the following way:
In order to prove that the Gysin map so defined does not depend on the choices involved in the construction (the tubular neighborhood U, the diffeomorphism ϕ U with the normal bundle, the embedding ι), the proof in [5] applies also to the case of manifolds with boundary. In fact, the independence from the tubular neighborhood and the associated diffeomorphism is a consequence of the unicity up to isotopy (in particular, homotopy) of such a neighborhood. Also for what concerns the embedding ι, the proof of [5] , Prop. 5.24 p. 233, applies. In particular, f ! only depends on the homotopy class of f . If f : (Y, ∂Y ) → (X, ∂X) is a generic map, not necessarily neat, we can define f ! via the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Any smooth map f : (Y, ∂Y ) → (X, ∂X) between compact manifolds is homotopic to a neat map relatively to ∂Y .
Proof: We can choose two collar neighborhoods U of ∂Y and V of ∂X, such that f (U) ⊂ V . Hence we think of f | U as a map from ∂Y × [0, 1) to ∂X × [0, 1). We consider the following homotopy: F t (y, u) = (π ∂X f (y, u), (1 − t)π [0,1) f (y, u) + tu). It follows that F 0 = f and F 1 (y, u) = (π ∂X f (y, u), u), and the latter is neat. Gluing F t and f | X\U via a bump function, we get a complete homotopy.
Since the Gysin map f ! , for f neat, only depends on the homotopy class of f , we can define it for a generic map f , simply considering any neat function homotopic to it. The Gysin map commutes with the restrictions to the boundaries up to a sign, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 2.4. Let f : (Y, ∂Y ) → (X, ∂X) be a map between h
• -oriented smooth manifolds, and f ′ : ∂Y → ∂X the restriction to the boundaries. Then, for α ∈ h
where the orientations on the boundaries are naturally induced from the ones of X and Y .
Proof: It is enough to prove the statement for embeddings, since the integration over R N , which is actually the suspension isomorphism, commutes with the restrictions. Therefore, let us suppose that f is a neat embedding, and that N Y X is a neat tubular neighborhood. Then N ∂Y ∂X = N Y X| ∂Y , but the orientation induced by the ones of ∂Y and ∂X on N ∂Y ∂X differs from the restriction of the one induced by Y and X by a factor (−1) dim X−dim Y . Therefore, if:
are the Thom isomorphisms, it follows that:
Then, since the pull-backs commute with the restrictions, the thesis follows. If f is a generic embedding, not necessarily neat, since f is homotopic to a neat embedding relatively to the boundary, then f ′ remains unchanged under the homotopy and the thesis follows.
Geometric homology.
We recall the geometric definition of the homology theory dual to a given cohomology theory h
• , as defined in [4] . Let M be a paracompact space, π V : V → M a real vector bundle of rank r + 1 with metric and h
• -orientation, and σ : M → V a section of norm 1. Then, σ induces an isomorphism V ≃ E ⊕ 1, for π E : E → M a vector bundle of rank r with metric, such that σ(m) ≃ (0, 1) m . We identify V with E ⊕ 1. The unit sphere bundle SV of V can be thought of as the union of two disc bundles, the two hemispheres, joined on the equator: the two disc bundles are isomorphic to the unit disc bundle of E, therefore we call them D + E and D − E, while the bundle of the equators is isomorphic to the sphere bundle of E, which we call SE. Moreover, the north pole (0, 1) m of D + E m is σ(m), therefore D + E is a tubular neighborhood of the image of σ. There is a natural map:
•+r (SV ). The map (5) coincides with the Gysin map associated to σ [4] . Definition 2.4. For (X, A) ∈ Ob(F CW 2 ) and n ∈ Z fixed, we consider the quadruples (M, u, α, f ) where:
• (M, u) a smooth compact h • -manifold, possibly with boundary, whose connected components {M i } have dimension n + q i , with q i arbitrary; we think of u as a Thom class of the tangent bundle;
Two quadruples (M, u, α, f ) and (N, v, β, g) are equivalent if there exists an orientationpreserving diffeomorphism F : (M, u) → (N, v) such that f = g • F and α = F * β. The group of n-cycles C n (X, A) is the free abelian group generated by equivalence classes of such quadruples.
We now consider the group G n (X, A) defined as the quotient of C n (X, A) by the subgroup generated by elements of the form:
•
Moreover, we define the subgroup U n (X, A) ≤ G n (X, A) as the one generated by elements:
, where S(E ⊕ 1) is the sphere bundle induced by an h • -oriented vector bundle 1 E → M with metric,ũ is the orientation canonically induced on S(E ⊕ 1) as a manifold from u and the orientation of E, σ : M → E ⊕ 1 is the section σ(m) = (0, 1) m and σ ! is the vector bundle modification (5);
Definition 2.5. The geometric homology groups are defined as h n (X, A) := G n (X, A)/U n (X, A).
Geometric homology revisited
We now redefine the homology groups using only the Gysin map instead of the vector bundle modification. We also define cycles and boundaries in a slightly different way.
Definition 3.1. On a pair (X, A) ∈ F CW 2 , we define the group of n-precycles of h • as the free abelian group generated by the quadruples (M, u, α, f ), for:
• (M, u) a smooth compact h • -manifold, possibly with boundary, whose connected components {M i } have dimension n + q i , with q i arbitrary;
Contrary to definition 2.4, we do not quotient out with respect to orientationpreserving diffeomorphisms, since it will turn out not to be necessary. We define cycles and boundaries in the following way. Definition 3.2. The group of n-cycles of h • , denoted by z n (X, A), is the quotient of the group of n-precycles by the free subgroup generated by elements of the form:
The use of the Gysin map in this definition is more natural than the one of the vector bundle modification, which is just a particular case, while the Gysin map is the natural push-forward, defined for any ϕ : (N, ∂N) → (M, ∂M). Moreover, it is not necessary to explicitly deal with diffeomorphisms: in fact, if ϕ : (M, u) → (N, v) is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, it is trivial to show from the definition that ϕ ! = (ϕ −1 ) * , therefore the quotient in definition 2.4 is just another particular case of the Gysin map.
Since the map Φ n is injective, it follow that [(M, u, ϕ ! α, f )] = [(N, v, α, f • ϕ)] even in h ′′ n (X, A). The fact that Ψ • is a morphism of homology theories then follows from the fact that the boundary morphism and the push-forward are defined in the same way for h ′ n (X, A) and h ′′ n (X, A).
